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Finishing touches to the parts or
“B. T'. I?.”, the first drama production of winter term, will be made
today and tomorrow, so that, the
cast will be ready for dress rehearsals early next week.
Arrangements for designing, staging and lighting have been completes in advance for the play, which
will be given the evenings of Feb-
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students of the drama department
have worked intensely, holding tryouts and rehearsals until late every
evening. After all preparations for
R. F. It.” have been completed,
attention will be turned to “Lady
Windemore’s Fan,” Oscar Wilde’s
play, which will be produced a short
time after
R. IT. It.”
“It is a murderous social satire,
doge in terms of the most hairraising melodrama, and it hnH as
many frank appeals to the human
goose flesh as ‘The Bat,’ or any
other later day
thriller,” was the
comment made in the New York
Herald when Oapek’s [day “R. U.
!i.” was produced there.
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R* U,R. ”, First Winter Term Drama,
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The actiofl of the pla'y is centered
around a future date when most
human beings have died and have
been replaced
by the more efficient
machine-made men, robots.
Tiie ttossum manufacturing concern tins made a vast fortune in the
production of robots because, from
this one island, millions of men and
women robots have been
shipped to
all parts of the world, where they
have carried on the amount of work
that equalled, previously, the work
oone by two and one-lialf persons.
The secret and success of the robot
industry lies in the formula which
enables these imitation men to be
made without e notion or soul.
Dr. Frank Crane, writer and lecturer, saiil of the play: “It is significant of the oneness of the world
and the unity of flip intellectual
life of modern civilization ihat the
freshest and most thoughtful play
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WASHINGTON, I). <\, Jan. 26.—
The senate privileges and eleetion
committee today voted, eight to six,
to drop tlie suggestion of William
Democrat,
Wilson,
Pennsylvania
against Senator-elect Stanley Vare.
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